
 

 

Press release, February 1, 2023 – Gothenburg 
 
 
Thunderful presents new SteamWorld game in 
addition to already strong lineup 
 
Thunderful Group has presented SteamWorld Build, a new game in the 
acclaimed SteamWorld series to be released in 2023. The game is 
destined for all consoles as well as PC and joins a lineup of high-profile 
games already announced. 
 

 
 
 
Thunderful announced SteamWorld Build, the latest addition to the award-winning, 
multi-million selling SteamWorld franchise, in a digital event published Monday January 
23. The game, in which you build and manage a western mining town populated by 
steam-driven robots, is developed by the internal studio The Station, based in 
Karlshamn, Sweden. Thunderful will release SteamWorld Build on PC and all 
consoles later this year.   
  
”Looking at the metrics, this is our strongest announcement ever. SteamWorld Build is the 
sixth installment in the franchise, and the first SteamWorld game to launch since 2019. We 
have great hopes that it will live up to the commercial and critical success of the previous 
titles”, says Brjánn Sigurgeirsson, SteamWorld Universe and Franchise Director at 
Thunderful Games.   
  
SteamWorld Build joins a group of highly anticipated games that Thunderful has previously 
announced. Among these are Viewfinder, a mind-bending first-person adventure in which 
you can bring pictures to life by placing them into the world, the sci-fi action platformer  
Replaced, and the cinematic puzzle game Planet of Lana which will be released in spring 
2023.  
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“The interest and expectations from press and gamers have never been greater than 
now. This is a result of the hard work and collective effort that has been generated 
across Thunderful Games’ teams within marketing, production and development” says 
Anders Maiqvist, Acting CEO of Thunderful Group.   
 
  
To watch the digital event SteamWorld Telepgraph: Special Broadcast, click here:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6AxnUUPBoE  
 
 
For more information, please contact: 
Anders Maiqvist, Acting CEO, Thunderful Group, +46 739 37 24 36 
Lennart Sparud, CFO, Thunderful Group, +46 705 58 66 04 
 

About Thunderful Group 
Thunderful Group is a group of companies that develops, publishes and invests in 
games, while also distributing Nintendo products, games, game accessories and toys. 
The headquarters is located in Gothenburg, Sweden, with additional offices in Aarhus, 
Cologne, Copenhagen, Guildford, Helsingborg, Helsinki, Hohenwestedt, Hong Kong, 
Karlshamn, Kungsbacka, Larvik, Madrid, Malmö, Newcastle, Skövde, Stockholm and 
Sunderland. The Group's overall goal is to provide high-quality entertainment products 
for people of all ages. Thunderful Group is listed on Nasdaq First North Premier. 
FNCA Sweden AB is appointed Certified Adviser, info@fnca.se. 
 


